142nd Assembly
Virtual Event Platform (VEP)

Technical information note

Virtual Event Platform
The integrated 142nd Assembly Virtual Event Platform (VEP) will be available for all plenary sessions taking place from 10 to 27 May 2021. These include the two sessions of the Forum of Women Parliamentarians and the Forum of Young MPs respectively, the sessions of the Standing Committees during the week of 17 May, and the sessions of the Governing Council and Assembly during the week of 24 May.

The VEP not only offers direct access to or viewing of all live sessions, but it also has an on-demand video library, Documents and Programme sections; as well as the possibility of live chat during the sessions (one on one or group chat).

A short introductory pre-event video (in English and French) on the VEP will be posted on the Assembly webpage under practical information in the coming days.

Accessing the Virtual Event Platform
Registered participants can access the integrated 142nd Assembly Virtual Event Platform by logging in with their email address (as entered online during the registration process), in lower case. The participants’ email address acts as the VEP password see WebEx Joining Instructions for more details also on the practical information webpage).

Members of Parliament can join an Assembly session live (on WebEx) by simply clicking on the “Join now” button on the VEP homepage and entering the password they receive in the Invitation email, which will be sent in the afternoon of Friday, 7 May.

All other participants (advisers, secretaries of delegations and observers) will be able to watch the live sessions by clicking on the “Watch now” tab on the VEP homepage. Once on the portal, the language can be chosen simply by clicking on the language widget and choosing the preferred language.

IMPORTANT
Member Parliaments must ensure that the no-reply-sharestudio@wtvglobal.com address is added to their safe senders list and can bypass firewalls. The VEP service provider (WTV) cannot control the security settings of Member Parliaments’ servers or local user firewalls.
Technical tests
Live technical tests will take place as follows:

- 5, 12 and 19 May, between 10:00 and 15:00 (CEST / Geneva) – English/French
- 20 May, between 10:00 and 15:00 (CEST / Geneva) – English

The technical tests (10 to 15 minutes) will check lighting, sound and connection, with the special guests and members of parliament (or their offices, in which case exactly the same equipment and technical conditions must be used). The WebEx link for the above live technical tests will be sent by email to all delegation coordinators and/or IPU Group Secretaries.

Requesting the floor, asking questions and making comments
Due to the technical limitations of the virtual event, as well as the short time available for each session, should an MP wish to take the floor (2 minutes maximum), they should raise their hand electronically in the WebEx session. If an MP wishes to ask a question or make a comment, there are two possibilities:

1. Use the Q&A function on the Assembly Virtual Event Platform
2. Use the IPU twitter feed (https://twitter.com/IPUparliament) and dedicated hashtag (#IPU142).

Members will also have the opportunity to pre-register the interest of their Head of Delegation in addressing the Assembly interactive debate on 26 May. Such requests should be addressed to documents@ipu.org by 18:00 (CEST) on 24 May at the latest.

Interpretation
Members of Parliament may choose to make their address in one of the official Assembly languages (Arabic, English, French or Spanish), or in Japanese, Portuguese or Russian, customarily provided at IPU Assemblies.

Members of Parliament who take the floor (2 minutes maximum) and wish to make their contribution in their national language should send the translation of their remarks/speech in English or French, to the IPU Secretariat (speeches@ipu.org) at least 48 hours before the corresponding plenary session. The translated text will be transmitted to the interpreters, with the understanding that the speaker will not deviate from the written statement.

Interpreters who will provide interpretation into their national language (remotely, but not through Interprefy) should be registered for the Assembly, so that they may have access to the VEP and the English channel. They will then be able to interpret from and into their national language.

Registration and list of participants
The 142nd Assembly event registration system closes on 9 May 2021, in accordance with the Assembly Special Rules of Procedure. On 17 or 18 May, each delegation coordinator will receive their data sheet from the list of participants, which should be returned by 20 May. The final list of participants will be published immediately after the close of the Assembly.

Remote voting
Should voting or elections be required in the Governing Council, these will be conducted through a dedicated service provider, as was the case on the occasion of the extraordinary session of the Governing Council, held virtually in November 2020. More information will be provided in a separate Note on remote voting and elections.